We analyze the importance of individual transport processes for the winter polar downward transport of nitrogen oxides (NO x ) from the thermosphere to the mesosphere. The downward transport of NO x produced by energetic particle precipitation induces chemical alterations in the middle atmosphere and influences ozone chemistry. However, it remains unclear how much each transport process contributes to the downward transport. We use simulations of the atmospheric general circulation and chemistry model HAMMONIA (Hamburg Model of Neutral and Ionized Atmosphere) for the extended winter 2008/2009 with a passive tracer. The model enables us to separate the contributions of advection, eddy and molecular diffusion on the total transport by switching off processes. The results show that molecular diffusion and resolved vertical mixing due to advection effectively transport NO x to the mesosphere. While the impact of molecular diffusion on the transport rapidly decreases below 0.001 hPa, the impact of advection increases. Around the central date of the sudden stratospheric warming in January 2009, advection is strongly enhanced in the thermosphere and mesosphere and the downward transport through the mesopause region is almost entirely driven by advection. Eddy diffusion has limited impact on the transport in the upper mesosphere and negligible impact on the transport in the thermosphere. If eddy diffusion is enhanced as suggested by observations, it can potentially have a larger impact on transport through the mesopause than was previously assumed.
Introduction
Energetic particle precipitation (EPP) induces large chemical disturbances, mainly in the polar winter middle and upper atmosphere. Seppälä and Clilverd [2014] showed that the impact from EPP events on the northern hemispheric stratosphere may be of the same magnitude as the impact from variability in solar UV irradiance.
Already in the 1970s and 1980s, it was discovered that EPP is a major source for nitrogen oxides (NO x = N + NO + NO 2 ) and odd hydrogen (HO x = H + OH + HO 2 ) [Crutzen et al., 1975; Solomon et al., 1981; Rusch et al., 1981] . Both chemical components catalytically deplete ozone in the middle atmosphere, NO x mainly below and HO x above about 45 km. However, HO x is short lived in the middle atmosphere and the impact of an EPP event on the HO x budget is of short duration. In contrast, NO x can persist up to several months in the polar-night stratosphere. Outside the polar night, NO x is quickly destroyed by photodissociation, while inside the winter polar vortex, NO x is transported downward from its original location in the polar upper mesosphere and lower thermosphere to the polar stratosphere [Funke et al., 2007; Sinnhuber et al., 2014] . There NO x contributes to ozone destruction. The effect of the downward transport of NO x is called the indirect EPP effect, while the effect of the local production of NO x and HO x in the polar stratosphere and mesosphere is called the direct EPP effect [Randall et al., 2006 [Randall et al., , 2007 .
Several observational studies have given evidence for the indirect EPP effect [e.g., Funke et al., 2005; Semeniuk et al., 2005] . The downward transport of NO x even exceeds the direct EPP impact of the large solar proton event in October and November 2003 on the NO x budget above 60 km . However, it remains unclear which transport processes are responsible for the descent of NO x from the thermosphere to the mesosphere.
In this study, we analyze the importance of individual transport processes for the winter polar downward transport of NO x from the thermosphere to the stratosphere using the extended winter 2008/2009 as an example. We use simulations of the general circulation and chemistry model HAMMONIA (Hamburg Model of Neutral and Ionized Atmosphere). Our results clarify which dynamical conditions favor the intrusion of thermospheric air to the mesosphere and indicate how potential trends in eddy diffusion, as discussed by Hoffmann et al. [2011] and Emmert et al. [2012] , may change the transport characteristics.
At the winter polar mesospheric to the stratospheric altitudes, the downward transport is dominated by the residual circulation, which has an ascending branch over the summer pole and a descending branch over the winter pole [Brasseur and Solomon, 2005] . Hence, at these altitudes it has been shown that NO x is dominantly transported by advection [Smith et al., 2011] . The dominance of advection below the mesopause is highlighted in Figure 1 by the mass stream function, which describes the net trajectory of air parcels and is calculated using 6-hourly values of the Transformed Eulerian Mean (TEM) circulation. NO x is frequently produced by EPP in the polar lower thermosphere, but the mass stream function in Figure 1 shows no clear advective downward transport from the thermosphere to the mesosphere. Hence, this downward transport remains an open question, which we will tackle in this study. The only way to transport a tracer across the streamlines is either due to photochemical processes or due to eddy or molecular diffusion. We do not consider photochemical processes and concentrate on the transport.
The total transport can be split into three processes: advection, eddy diffusion, and molecular diffusion [Brasseur and Solomon, 2005] . Advection corresponds to the large-scale net motion of air ("residual circulation") and includes also the resolved mixing. Eddy diffusion is transport by turbulence and implies the unresolved and irreversible vertical mixing. Its main source in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere is the breaking of gravity waves. Molecular diffusion is caused by molecular movement and is especially important above 90 km due to the increased path lengths at low densities. Additionally, gravitational settling redistributes molecules vertically according to their molecular mass and is commonly considered as a component of molecular diffusion. Smith et al. [2011] analyzed the origin of particles in the polar stratosphere in the Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model (WACCM) by calculating back trajectories from daily values of the Transformed Eulerian Mean circulation. They stated that in most winters, the stratospheric air at high latitudes originates in the upper mesosphere at lower latitudes, from where it was brought to the pole by the mesospheric circulation. Outside the polar vortex, NO x is destroyed by sunlight, so the horizontal transport cannot explain the large enhancements in stratospheric NO x concentration observed after times with high geomagnetic activity. Smith et al. [2011] also showed that eddy and molecular diffusion can transport high concentrations of thermospheric NO x to the middle atmosphere, but the roles of the individual transport processes have not yet been quantified. This study aims, for the first time, to quantify the contribution of individual transport process.
Recent studies showed an enhancement of the descent of NO x after sudden stratospheric warming (SSW) events [Randall et al., 2009; Holt et al., 2013] . The major SSW event in January 2009 was the strongest and most prolonged on record (see Chandran et al. [2014] for more information on SSW and especially on the coupling between stratosphere and mesosphere). Anomalous wave-2 activity in the upper troposphere caused a reversal of the NH polar vortex westerlies [Manney et al., 2009] . The stratopause warmed, displaced to a lower level, and finally broke down. Contemporaneously with the warming of the stratosphere, the mesosphere cooled. In early February 2009, the stratopause reformed near 80 km. This reformation of the stratopause at an anomalously high altitude is called an elevated stratopause event [Chandran et al., 2013] . Connected to the SSW, the dynamical conditions changed due to modified gravity wave drag [Limpasuvan et al., 2012] . This led to an unusually strong descent of NO x to the stratosphere. The NO x amount which descended from the thermosphere to the stratosphere was 50 times higher than during the average in 2005, 2007, and 2008 [Randall et al., 2009] .
Over the last few years, several studies suggested that the atmospheric dynamics have been changed. Hoffmann et al. [2011] presented a positive trend in mesospheric gravity wave activity since 1990, which would lead to a positive trend in eddy diffusion. Emmert et al. [2012] showed that an increase in the eddy diffusion coefficient (K zz ) of 15% per decade brings the COx (CO + CO 2 ) trend of the National Center for Atmospheric Research global mean model very close to the trend of satellite observations. Hence, both studies suggested a secularly increasing eddy diffusion. Additionally, the magnitude of K zz is not well constrained by observations [Liu, 2009; Collins et al., 2011] . A comparison of K zz from the model and recent estimations from observations is provided in section 2. In section 3.3 we investigate the sensitivity of different transport processes to the value of the eddy diffusion coefficient. The model enables us to separate the contributions of advection, eddy and molecular diffusion on the total transport by switching off the influence of the processes on the tracer. We implement an artificial, passive tracer (i.e., no impact on radiation and dynamics and no interaction with chemistry). Section 2 describes the model setup and evaluates the model by comparing the vertical profile of NO to satellite observations. Section 3 shows the contributions of advection, eddy and molecular diffusion on the total transport as well as the sensitivity of the transport to a SSW event and enhanced eddy diffusion. Finally, section 4 summarizes and discusses the main outcomes and limitations of this study.
HAMMONIA: The Hamburg Model of the Neutral and Ionized Atmosphere
HAMMONIA [Schmidt et al., 2006 ] is a high-top model based on the ECHAM5 atmospheric general circulation model [Roeckner et al., 2006] . The model treats atmospheric dynamics, chemistry, and radiation interactively from the surface to approximately 250 km altitude. The dynamics and radiation are fully coupled to the chemical Model of Ozone and Related Tracers [Kinnison et al., 2007] .
To consider the effects of EPP, the HAMMONIA version used in this study is expanded to include the ion chemistry of the ionospheric E and F regions [Kieser, 2011] . The ion chemistry consists of 13 ion-neutral reactions and 5 ion-electron recombinations involving
, NO + , and electrons. Five reactions directly involving precipitating energetic particles are considered. The ionization of O, O 2 , and N 2 is calculated by using the particle-induced ion pair production rates provided by the Atmospheric Ionization Module Osnabrück (AIMOS version 1.6) [Wissing and Kallenrode, 2009] . The explicit consideration of energetic particles is limited to the thermosphere, whereas in the middle atmosphere the production of atomic N and HO x is parameterized following Jackman et al. [2005] . The reaction rate coefficient of the 107 trimolecular and bimolecular gas phase reactions used by Schmidt et al. [2006] are updated according to Sander et al. [2006] .
Eddy and molecular diffusion are of central importance for the transport in the upper mesosphere and lower thermosphere. The parameterization of eddy diffusion describes the vertical mixing of air parcels not resolved by the model. In HAMONNIA, eddy diffusion near the mesopause region is almost exclusively caused by breaking of gravity waves, which is parameterized according to Hines [1997a Hines [ , 1997b . Eddy diffusion is given by
where is the density (g/m 3 ), t and z describe the time and vertical dimensions (s and m), X i is the mass-mixing ratio of the constituent i (kg/kg), and K zz is the respective eddy diffusion coefficient (m 2 /s). K zz is a product of the gravity wave parameterization depending on the total root-mean-square of the horizontal wind fluctuation, the rate of energy deposition, and the buoyancy frequency. At altitudes where molecular diffusion is strong, eddy diffusion is limited as suggested by Akmaev et al. [1997] .
The magnitude of eddy diffusion in the mesopause region is not well constrained by observations. However, several studies indicate that models may underestimate it. Figure 2 shows Molecular diffusion is parameterized following the governing equation [Huang et al., 1998 ]:
D i is the respective molecular diffusion coefficient (m 2 /s), and w D i is the vertical drift velocity, which separates the constituents of different molecular mass. D i and w D i for NO x are taken from Banks and Kockarts [1973] :
mass of the constituent i (g/mol), and R * is the gas constant and is 8.31436 J/(mol K). As we analyze the transport of NO x , we use its molecular mass. This implies that the difference between m A and m i in equations (3) and (4) is small. From this follows that the influence of the vertical drift is negligible compared to molecular diffusion in equation (2). Advection of tracers is performed using the flux form semi-Lagrangian scheme of Lin and Rood [1996] .
As in the work by Schmidt et al. [2010] , HAMMONIA is run with 119 vertical levels but with a triangular truncation at wave number 63 (T63) instead of at wave number 31 (T31). This corresponds to a horizontal resolution of 1.9 ∘ in longitude and latitude. The vertical resolution is about 800 m in the upper troposphere and stratosphere and about 3 km in the mesopause region. Further simulations are created with unchanged dynamics; individual transport processes are switched off (i.e., the influence of the processes on the tracer is switched off ). In all of those integrations, the surface pressure, the temperature, the divergence, and the vorticity are nudged (i.e., relaxed) from 850 hPa to 1 hPa with an upper and lower transition zone. The nudging data are 6-hourly values of the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts Interim Re-Analysis (ERA-interim) [Dee et al., 2011] . The nudging assures that the model captures the tropospheric and stratospheric dynamics as observed during the extended winter 2008, including the major SSW event in January 2009. As the indirect effect of EPP-and hence the downward transport of NO x -is most important at the winter polar cap, we concentrate our analysis on the high latitudes and show in all following figures polar cap averages (60 ∘ N-90 ∘ N).
Evaluation of the Transport in the Model
Simulations of stratospheric and mesospheric chemistry and dynamics of HAMMONIA at resolution T31 have been compared to observations [e.g., Dikty et al., 2010; Schmidt et al., 2010] and to other models [Pedatella et al., 2014] . The model performs well in simulating the climatological mean values of temperature, winds, and most chemical species in the stratosphere and mesosphere. The High Energy Particle Precipitation in the Atmosphere model versus Michelson Interferometer for Passive Atmospheric Sounding (MIPAS) [Fischer et al., 2008] data intercomparison study [Funke et al., 2011] provides a detailed evaluation on the ability of several general circulation models (including HAMMONIA) and chemistry transport models to simulate EPP effects. HAMMONIA revealed too strong horizontal mixing across the polar vortex boundaries due to continuous wave-1 activity. The polar winter descent of CO is well reproduced in HAMMONIA. The stratospheric and mesospheric ozone response to the "Halloween storms" in October and November 2003 is well simulated in terms of temporal evolution and latitudinal distribution. However, the midterm ozone loss (between 16 and 26 November 2003) is too weak in HAMMONIA. Differences between our simulations at T63 horizontal resolution are small with respect to the previously used model version at T31 resolution (not shown).
Realistic transport of NO x in the middle atmosphere is critical for our analysis. We compare the vertical profiles of NO in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere to MIPAS (see Figure 3) . Several studies have shown the excellent agreement between MIPAS and other satellite observations-e.g., the Atmospheric Chemistry Experiment Fourier Transform Spectrometer (ACE-FTS) [Garcia et al., 2014; Bender et al., 2014] . Hence, a comparison to ACE-FTS yields similar results as the comparison to MIPAS.
We interpolate 2-hourly gridded HAMMONIA data to the actual measurement times and locations of MIPAS. For the error estimates of MIPAS, we followed the approach of Garcia et al. [2014] and assume 10% systematic error and use one sigma of the standard error, which is calculated from the averaging over the polar cap. The total error is then the sum in quadrature of the systematic and standard error.
The NO profile simulated with HAMMONIA using the standard eddy diffusion coefficient (1 × Kzz) is denoted by the red line in Figure 3 . The increase of NO in the mesosphere is well reproduced by the model; however, we find some differences. HAMMONIA shows a local minimum near 0.2 hPa, and the rate of increase of NO with increasing height is slightly higher in the model than in the observations. This implies too little NO around 0.2 hPa and too much NO above 0.01 hPa in HAMMONIA.
The underestimation at 0.2 hPa has also been found in other models covering this altitude region and may be related to an overestimation of NO photolysis, which is a major NO loss mechanism in the illuminated mesosphere [Funke et al., 2011] . This is also supported by the fact that the underestimation shrinks if we average over 70 ∘ -90 ∘ N, where the loss mechanism is weak (not shown). However, we cannot exclude the influence of overestimated mixing of polar and midlatitude air masses. The overestimation above 0.01 hPa may be related to the use of AIMOS, as it does not use the corrected medium energy electrons from the POES MEPED (Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental Satellites Medium Energy Proton/Electron Detector) instrument. This can result in an overestimation of ionization-and hence, NO-in the lower thermosphere and upper mesosphere [Peck et al., 2015; Rodger et al., 2010] . There is an overall good agreement between MIPAS and HAMMONIA. Differences are between 10% and 20% below 0.1 hPa. The largest discrepancies emerge between 0.001 and 10 −4 hPa, where the model overestimates the concentration of NO by 100%.
Results
In the following, we analyze the transport of NO x from the thermosphere to the mesosphere by switching on only individual transport processes for the passive tracer. We concentrate on four different dynamical cases: (1) Figure 4a corresponds to undisturbed conditions, 4c to the SSW conditions, 4e to undisturbed conditions with 2 × Kzz, and 4g to SSW conditions with 2 × Kzz. In the model, molecular and eddy diffusion only act in the vertical, while advection also transports horizontally. To consider that the processes transport the tracer over different latitudinal bands, the tracer mass̃is normalized against the total tracer mass between 60 ∘ and 90 ∘ N at day 30 after emission (t end ):
is the normalized tracer mass as a function of time t, altitude z, and latitude . A value of 1 kg/kg would correspond to all mass being stored in a single layer after 30 days; hence, no transport occurs. Note that the normalized tracer mass provides no information on the actual transported tracer mass. Henceforward, we only use the normalized tracer mass but refer to it for simplicity as tracer mass. Figures 4b, 4d, 4f , and 4h show the vertical trajectory of the tracer maximum as a function of time and altitude. For each day the height of the maximum in the (normalized) tracer mass is estimated. Again, only individual transport processes are switched on (M = molecular diffusion, E = eddy diffusion, A = advection). Figure 4b corresponds to undisturbed conditions, 4d to SSW conditions, 4f to undisturbed conditions (as 4b) but with 2 × Kzz, and 4h to SSW conditions (as 4d) but with 2 × Kzz. As the tracer maximum is calculated with discrete model levels, this can create a step function artifact (compare to the red line in Figure 4b) . Additionally, we only show one aspect of the distribution (i.e., the level of the maximum). Hence, the distribution may spread even if the tracer maximum remains at one level.
Undisturbed Winter Conditions
In this section, we analyze the impact of different transport processes for undisturbed conditions. First, we explore the vertical distribution of the passive tracer 30 days after emission (see Figure 4a) . We use the ensemble mean of four ensemble members and average over November and December 2008. Due to the nudging up to 1 hPa, the differences between the individual ensemble members are negligible. To prove this, we calculate the maximum deviation of the ensemble mean (maximum spread − minimum spread for all emissions levels and processes). The maximum spread is 0.03 kg/kg at 0.01 hPa, which is smaller than the line thickness in Figure If only molecular diffusion is switched on, most of the tracer mass emitted at 0.001 hPa and 0.01 hPa is still located near the emission height after 30 days (not shown). The impact of molecular diffusion on the transport below the mesopause region is negligible. Eddy diffusion behaves similarly when the tracer is emitted at 0.01 hPa but not as extreme as molecular diffusion, i.e., advection is the dominant process at this altitude range. In the upper mesosphere, eddy diffusion is the second most important process, but the impact of advection is considerably larger. Hence, below the mesopause region, advection is the dominating transport process. This is in line with the results of Smith et al. [2011] and agrees well with our expectations, because at this altitude range the mesospheric circulation has a descending branch over the winter pole (see Figure 1) .
However, for single events with large thermospheric NO x source, e.g., an EPP event, the transport from the thermosphere to the mesosphere cannot be neglected. In the lower thermosphere, all three processes contribute to the transport (see Figure 4a ), but the relative importance of the processes varies. While molecular diffusion and advection bring the tracer maximum down below the mesopause, most of the tracer transported by eddy diffusion remains above 0.001 hPa. The strong impact of advection disagrees with our expectations from Figure 1 .
However, the shown stream function is the mean over 2 months, while on intradiurnal time scale (i.e., within a day) the variability is high. To illustrate this, we calculate the intradiurnal (from 6-hourly output) and day-to-day (from daily means of the 6-hourly output) standard deviation of the zonal mean residual vertical wind (w * ) averaged between 0.001 and 10 −4 hPa and between 60 ∘ and 90 ∘ N for November and December 2008. The intradiurnal variability (0.022 m/s) is 3 times larger than the day-to-day variability (0.007 m/s). This behavior is also evident in the averages over individual universal times (i.e., the mean over all time steps at 0, 6, 12, and 18 UT in November and December 2008): The 6 UT mean (−0.0127 m/s) and the 18 UT mean (−0.0196 m/s) show strong descent, while the 0 UT mean (0.0073 m/s) and the 12 UT mean (0.0082 m/s) show ascent. The intradiurnal variability strongly affects the downward transport of NO. Figure 5 shows the change in NO concentration due to the TEM residual vertical wind calculated from (a) the 6-hourly model output and (b) the daily mean as the average over the 6-hourly time steps. In the lower thermosphere the impact of the residual vertical wind on the NO concentration is doubled when 6-hourly values are used. We speculate that the influence of the large intradiurnal variability on the transport of NO is caused due to the dynamical transport by atmospheric tides as described in Jones et al. [2014] for lower latitudes. However, sensitivity studies with more idealized models would be needed to confirm this. This resolved vertical mixing (as well as the mixing by molecular diffusion) balances the gradient of the mass-mixing ratio, which leads to a higher amount of mass below than above the emission level due to Figure 5 . Tendency of NO concentration (ppm/day) due to advection by the residual vertical wind averaged over 60 ∘ -90 ∘ N calculated from 6-hourly output (blue dashed line) and from the daily mean as the average over the 6-hourly output (black solid line). This is a diagnostic variable computed by the TEM analysis.
the decrease in density with increasing height. As mentioned above, all three processes act on the tracer (i.e., transport the tracer maximum downward), but Figure 4a is only a snapshot, i.e., it shows the distribution of the tracer only at one time step (day 30 after emission). Hence, the initial impact of individual processes in the lower thermosphere is masked.
For a better understanding of the behavior in the lower thermosphere, we separate the impact of advection, eddy and molecular diffusion for single model levels. Figure 4b shows the vertical trajectory of the tracer maximum for different processes. In the highest model levels, transport by advection and by molecular diffusion have the same order of magnitude and the maximum concentration of the tracer is transported by advection and molecular diffusion within 8 days to 3.6 ⋅ 10 −4 hPa. The tracer maximum transported by eddy diffusion remains for 17 days at the emission level before it reaches the next lower level. Hence, eddy diffusion has a negligible impact on the transport in the lower thermosphere in this case. At altitudes below 4.6 ⋅ 10 −4 hPa, advection dominates the transport. While molecular diffusion is still second most important down to 0.001 hPa, its impact on the transport decreases below and eddy diffusion becomes the second largest process (not shown).
As mentioned above, the increasing influence of advection with decreasing height is not surprising because of the generally downward circulation in the high-latitude winter mesosphere. The impact of molecular diffusion is very similar for all months and does not depend on dynamical conditions. The major source of eddy diffusion in the middle and upper atmosphere is the breaking of gravity waves in the upper mesosphere. The step function of the trajectory due to eddy diffusion is associated with the strong gradient of the tracer at the emission level. As mentioned above, Figure 4b shows only the level of the maximum, which can only have discrete model levels. A sudden height change in the tracer maximum may have been caused by a flat distribution of the tracer. A small vertical redistribution of the tracer mass then may lead to a rapid (vertical) displacement of the tracer maximum. The eddy diffusion coefficient is relatively small at 10 −4 hPa (see Figure 2 ) and about 6 times smaller than the molecular diffusion coefficient (not shown). Hence, it takes 17 days until eddy diffusion mixes enough tracer from the emission level so that a new maximum develops below. We analyze this behavior more in detail in section 3.3.
Impact of the Sudden Stratospheric Warming Event in January 2009
In the following, we investigate how the SSW in January 2009 influences the transport of NO x from the thermosphere to the stratosphere. Figure 4c shows the vertical distribution of the passive tracer after 30 days. The passive tracer is emitted on 20 January 2009, shortly before the SSW. We compare Figures 4a and 4c to determine whether transport processes act differently during a SSW versus during undisturbed conditions.
Results shown here indicate that the downward transport of the tracer by eddy and molecular diffusion are similar to those during undisturbed winter conditions. While the maximum concentration of the tracer transported by eddy diffusion remains at roughly the same altitude, the distribution slightly broadens. The SSW has little influence on eddy and molecular diffusion. Advection strengthens in the lower thermosphere and upper mesosphere. Irrespective of the emission height, the maximum of the tracer transported by advection reaches 0.1 hPa. Under undisturbed winter conditions, the tracer emitted at 10 −4 hPa is after 30 days at a much higher altitude (about 0.01 hPa), while the tracer emitted at 0.01 hPa reaches much further down (about 10 hPa, not shown) (see Figures 4a and 4c) . Hence, during SSW conditions the descent rate of the tracer slows down below 0.1 hPa. The analysis of the tracer maximum in Figure 4d confirms the small impact of eddy and molecular diffusion on the transport during the SSW. The tracer maximum transported by eddy diffusion reaches the next lower discrete model level slightly earlier (after 15 days compared to after 17 days during undisturbed winter conditions). Changes in eddy diffusion are due to the strong circulation changes, which affect the propagation conditions of gravity waves [Limpasuvan et al., 2012] . However, eddy diffusion is still the weakest process above 0.001 hPa. Advection is much stronger than under undisturbed winter conditions. In 8 days, the tracer maximum reaches 0.0024 hPa compared to 3.6 ⋅ 10 −4 hPa under undisturbed conditions. The deceleration in the downward transport below 0.1 hPa is confirmed by Figure 4d .
To evaluate the robustness of these results, we compare the intermonthly spread of the endpoints of the trajectories for undisturbed winter conditions to the endpoints of the trajectories for SSW conditions (see Table 1 ). The intermonthly spread (minimum and maximum of the endpoints over all months) describes how strongly the endpoints of each trajectory vary between the months in height. The comparison of the intermonthly spread to the endpoints of each trajectory during SSW conditions shows how different the results for SSW conditions are from the results for undisturbed conditions. The intermonthly spread is calculated for the control tracer (AEM-all processes switched on), the tracer transported by eddy diffusion (E), and the tracer transported by advection (A) using October 2008 to February 2009. We did not calculate the ensemble spread for the tracer transported by molecular diffusion as it does not depend on the dynamics and hence its trajectories are very similar for all months and all dynamical conditions. Table 1 shows that the endpoints for SSW conditions are outside the intermonthly spread for the control tracer and the tracer transported by advection, which indicates a robustly different behavior under SSW conditions. Figure 6 shows the temperature and residual vertical wind differences for January to mid-February 2009. The differences are calculated with respect to the mean of November and December 2008. The height of the stratopause (dashed green line) is determined as the first local temperature maximum above the tropopause. The warming and displacement of the stratopause to a lower altitude is well reproduced.
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In early February, the stratopause reforms at high altitudes above 80 km. However, the reformation and the descent of the elevated stratopause happen too quickly, which is common in models covering this altitude range [Pedatella et al., 2014] . The vertical residual wind differences explain well the trajectories of the tracer maximum (dashed lines). Note that only the tracer transported by advection is shown but for three different emission times. Strong downwelling occurs during the warming in the upper mesosphere, which is related to the elevated stratopause and its descent to its climatological altitude [Chandran et al., 2013] . Note that there is no net upward flow between 10 and 0.1 hPa after the SSW but just weakened downward flow. The weak descent of the tracer below 0.1 hPa seen in Figures 4c and 4d is caused by convergent winds at 0.03 hPa.
Direction and strength of advection are highly variable on the time scale of a few days during the period of the SSW. Holt et al. [2013] stated that the amount of stratospheric NO x varies with the timing of a SSW event within a season. The earlier the event occurs in the winter, the more NO x is transported to the stratosphere. The strong dependency of stratospheric NO x on the timing of SSW has two main reasons: (1) the earlier the SSW occurs, the more negative (descent) is the vertical wind, and (2) the earlier the SSW occurs, the longer the NO x descends and the less NO x is mixed laterally (due to the breakdown of the polar vortex) to latitudes, where it gets destroyed by sunlight. Holt et al. [2013] used a constant EPP forcing during the whole simulation, i.e., a continuous auroral electron EPP event. We find that the descent of NO x varies in terms of velocity and mass over a few days during the SSW. Hence, the amount of stratospheric NO x depends not only on the timing of the SSW within the winter season but also on the timing of the EPP forcing (production of NO x ) and of the disturbed SSW dynamics on the time scale of a few days. Garcia et al. [2014] suggested an underestimation of eddy diffusion in WACCM (version 4). They increased K zz by halving the Prandtl number, which is inversely proportional to K zz . For doubled K zz , WACCM agrees better with the observations for CO 2 . The default value of the Prandtl number used in HAMMONIA is 3, which is between the standard value used in WACCM (Pr = 4) and the tuned value (Pr = 2) used by Garcia et al. [2014] . In the following, we investigate the effect of a stronger eddy diffusion on the downward transport. To estimate the consequences of such an underestimation or of changes over time, we doubled the eddy diffusion coefficient (2 × Kzz) in the gravity wave parameterization scheme (see section 2 and equation (1) for more details on the implementation of eddy diffusion in HAMMONIA).
Impact of a Doubled Eddy Diffusion Coefficient
As for 1 × Kzz, we investigate the vertical distribution of the passive tracer averaged over November and December 2008 (see Figure 4e ), but for 2 × Kzz we only use one ensemble member. The distribution of the tracer transported by advection slightly changes compared to 1 × Kzz (see Figure 4a) , while eddy diffusion clearly strengthens at all altitudes but most in the lower thermosphere. For 1 × Kzz, the maximum of the tracer transported by eddy diffusion is at 3⋅10 −4 hPa for the emission level of 10 −4 hPa and 0.003 hPa for the emission level of 0.001 hPa (not shown). For 2 × Kzz, the tracer maximum is transported further down: 0.003 hPa for the emission level of 10 −4 hPa and 0.007 hPa for the emission level of 0.001 hPa (not shown). Below the mesopause region, advection is still the dominant process and eddy diffusion the second largest process (not shown). Figure 4f shows the vertical trajectory of the tracer maximum for 2 × Kzz for the mean over November and December 2008. Advection is much weaker than for 1 × Kzz (see Figure 4b) . A change in K zz may influence advection, because nonresolved vertical mixing acts not only on composition but also on momentum. Further analysis of the relation between K zz and advection is beyond the scope of this study. With a weaker advection, molecular diffusion is the leading process for the total transport down to about 5 ⋅ 10 −4 hPa. Note that, as mentioned before, molecular diffusion only weakly depends on the dynamics and its impact on the transport is, hence, the same as under undisturbed winter conditions. After 9 days the tracer transported by eddy diffusion develops a new maximum below the emission level. For 1 × Kzz, the tracer maximum transported by eddy diffusion remains 17 days at the emission level before building a new maximum below. Hence, the time until a new tracer maximum is developed below the emission level is almost halved for 2 × Kzz. Furthermore, the transport by eddy diffusion is strongly enhanced in the lower thermosphere and upper mesosphere. Between 5 ⋅ 10 −4 hPa and 0.003 hPa eddy diffusion is dominant, while advection takes over below 0.003 hPa (not shown). Eddy diffusion can potentially have a large impact on the transport to the mesosphere. However, the impact of eddy diffusion depends on K zz , which bears a large uncertainty.
To evaluate the robustness of our results, we compare the endpoints of each trajectory for 2 × Kzz to the intermonthly spread of the ensemble for 1 × Kzz (see Table 1 ). This comparison describes whether the results of 2 × Kzz are different from the intermonthly changes of 1 × Kzz. A more detailed description on how the intermonthly spread is calculated is provided in section 3.2. Table 1 shows that the endpoints for 2 × Kzz are outside the intermonthly spread for the tracer transported by advection and by eddy diffusion, which indicates a robustly different behavior for 2 × Kzz.
To test if the impact of an enhanced eddy diffusion changes during disturbed SSW dynamics, we have performed an additional experiment with 2 × Kzz during SSW conditions (see Figures 4g and 4h) . We find that the strengthening of advection due to SSW dynamics is larger than the strengthening of eddy diffusion due to doubled K zz . The endpoint of each trajectory lies outside the intermonthly spread of the ensemble for undisturbed conditions with 1 × Kzz (see Table 1 ). Figure 7 shows the normalized tracer mass transported only by eddy diffusion as a function of altitude and time. Only the tracer emitted at 10 −4 hPa is shown. The mean over November and December 2008 for two different K zz values is used, (a) for 1 × Kzz and (b) for 2 × Kzz. The tracer maximum remains for both K zz values several days at the emission level; however, the distribution spreads. For both K zz values, a flat distribution develops around the tracer maximum. If a small amount of mass is then transported downward from the emission level, a new maximum develops several levels below. This happens for 1 × Kzz at day 17 and for 2 × Kzz at day 9 and explains the sudden descent of the tracer maximum seen in Figures 4b and 4f . For 2 × Kzz, eddy diffusion is much stronger, and hence, the strong gradient at the emission level is weakened faster. This leads to the earlier descent of the tracer maximum for 2 × Kzz.
To evaluate the influence of an enhanced eddy diffusion on the transport, we compare NO profiles simulated with 2 × Kzz to the MIPAS data (see Figure 3) . As in the reference simulation, also the simulation with doubled K zz underestimates the concentration of NO at 0.1 hPa and overestimates it above 0.01 hPa. Doubling the eddy diffusion coefficient yields little to no improvement. The largest discrepancies emerge between 0.001 and 10 −4 hPa, where the model overestimates the concentration of NO by 100%. For CO the agreement between HAMMONIA and MIPAS worsens with 2 × Kzz (not shown), which has also been observed by Garcia et al. [2014] .
Summary and Conclusion
In this study, we analyzed the role of advection, molecular diffusion, and eddy diffusion for the transport of nitrogen oxides through the mesopause region. Simulations with HAMMONIA were carried out including a passive tracer and selected transport processes switched off. We found that molecular diffusion and advection are the dominant processes for the transport of NO x in the lower thermosphere. The impact of molecular diffusion rapidly decreases with decreasing heights, while the impact of advection increases. Above the mesopause, the intradiurnal variability associated with atmospheric tides strongly affects the transport of NO x . The dominant impact of advection below the mesopause agrees well with the stream function 10.1002/2015JD024136 theory and other studies [Smith et al., 2011] . In the default configuration of the model, eddy diffusion negligibly contributes to the total transport in the lower thermosphere and weakly contributes to the transport in the upper mesosphere. The weak influence of eddy diffusion on the transport in the thermosphere is caused by a strong gradient of the tracer at the emission level and a small eddy diffusion coefficient.
Besides undisturbed winter conditions, we also analyzed the transport during the sudden stratospheric warming (SSW) in January 2009. Shortly after the SSW, advection is strongly enhanced in the thermosphere and mesosphere, which agrees with the results of Randall et al. [2009] . Hence, the downward transport through the mesopause region is dominantly driven by advection. Weak downward residual circulation related to a warming in the upper mesosphere hinders the further descent of the tracer below 0.1 hPa. Over a few days during the SSW advection strongly varies in terms of strength and direction. Hence, the stratospheric amount of NO x depends strongly on the timing of thermospheric NO x production due to EPP and disturbed vortex dynamics. Smith et al. [2011] showed that most air in the polar stratosphere in WACCM originates in the mesosphere at lower latitude, instead of being advected from the thermosphere. Our study agrees on the importance of advection for the downward transport below the mesopause region. However, we did not consider the latitudinal transport and concentrated on the vertical transport. For single events with large thermospheric NO x source, e.g., an EPP event, the transport from the thermosphere to the mesosphere cannot be neglected. Additionally, Smith et al. [2011] considered only daily means, while we have shown that more NO in the lower thermosphere is transported downward if 6-hourly values are taken into account. Thus, this paper extends the analysis of Smith et al. [2011] and identifies molecular diffusion and vertical advection as the major drivers for transport in the lower thermosphere for undisturbed winter conditions. Recent studies have suggested positive trends in eddy diffusion of 15% on the decadal time scale [Hoffmann et al., 2011; Emmert et al., 2012] . We conducted an experiment with doubled eddy diffusion coefficient (2 × Kzz) to quantify the sensitivity of different transport processes to the value of K zz . In this sensitivity study, eddy diffusion becomes the second largest process for the downward transport in the lower thermosphere and near 0.001 hPa eddy diffusion is dominant. The impact of advection on transport in the lower thermosphere decreases with doubled K zz , leaving molecular diffusion the dominant process. If eddy diffusion is enhanced as suggested by observations or due to a positive trend in K zz , eddy diffusion can potentially have a larger impact on transport through the mesopause region than was previously assumed. This study is based on the extended winter 2008/2009 and on simulations with HAMMONIA. We evaluated the model with MIPAS observations and find that the model underestimates the vertical gradient of NO concentration in the MLT region, which leads to a slight overestimation of the NO concentration in the lower thermosphere. In the upper mesosphere and lower thermosphere, the simulated NO concentrations are outside of the error bars of the observations. The underestimation of NO in the upper mesosphere (at 0.2 hPa) may be related to an overestimation of the NO photolysis in the illuminated mesosphere. The overestimation of NO in the lower thermosphere (above 0.001 hPa) may be caused by the use of AIMOS, which does not use the corrected medium energy electrons from the POES MEPED instrument [Peck et al., 2015; Rodger et al., 2010] . We believe that the transport is reasonably reproduced by the model. Enhancing eddy diffusion yields only slightly better agreement with MIPAS. Further work on the uncertainty concerning transport processes introduced by the uncertainty of eddy diffusion is needed.
More in general, it is clear that current models cannot reproduce perfectly the observed trace gas distributions indicating deficiencies in the implemented processes. But trace gas observations by satellite only provide insight in the integrated effects of production and transport processes. Estimates of the relative importance of the differences will therefore always rely on modeling efforts. To reduce the uncertainty left by our study, we can imagine two pathways: (1) improving the understanding of the underlying processes and its representation and (2) using observations of specific events that may be more informative concerning transport processes. With respect to (1) observations of gravity wave breaking and the resulting turbulence may allow for improving the representation of both eddy-diffusive and advective transport in models. Gravity wave observation from satellite as suggested by Geller et al. [2013] may be one element of such a strategy. With respect to (2) observing the time evolution of trace gas distributions after events of extreme geomagnetic activity may help to better evaluate and constrain numerical models. However, higher temporal and spatial resolution observations are required than currently exist.
